Clarkes confirmed that the plaintiff had no right to the property. The plaintiff did
not promise him any.
e. The plaintiff is contradicted by the defendant and Patricia Clarke, both of whom I
found credible. They say that initially the Clarkes talked about selling the house
on the basis that the plaintiff would be there. The plaintiff declined. He bought the
house for fair market value. The clause in the agreement of purchase and sale that
mentions the plaintiff residing in the house is sh·uck out and initialled by both
parties to the sale.
f. The plaintiffs account is contradicted by the lease he signed m 2012. He
recognized himself as a tenant and agreed:
By signing this agreement, Kenneth Wilson agrees to fully release all
claims and ties to the house at 84 Hickson Drive, Kitchener, Ontario.
After signing this document, Kenneth Wilson will not have any ties or
claims on the property previously mentioned.
g. The plausible explanation for the dealings between the plaintiff and the defendant
is that they were tenant and landlord. This explanation is consistent with the
conduct of the defendant before the Landlord and Tenant Board and with the lease
signed by the plaintiff.
h. Finally, there is no credible evidence that the defendant got any consideration for
any promise or representation to let the plaintiff stay in the house or that the
plaintiff relied to his detriment on any such promise. Since 1992 his position has
been the same: he has been a grifter and a freeloader.
Conclusion
[17] The action is dismissed. The parties may make written submissions to costs not exceeding three pages
in length, to which may be appended a bill of costs and any offer to settle, the defendant within seven days
and the plaintiff within seven days thereafter.
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